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Designed and built by Jeff Kovel of SkyLab architecture. His first Portland home after
building Lenny Kravitz’s house in Florida. Inspired by Frank Lloyd Wright the design conjoins 

the outdoors with the interior creating a sanctuary. A mature and flourishing bamboo garden
adds to the tranquility of this modern masterpiece.

But, the views are what distinguishes this fine home from any other in Portland. If you love 
mountains and city lights you will not find a better home. With a full unobstructed view 
ranging from Mt. St. Helens to Mt. Hood and Mt. Adams off in the distance from nearly

every room, your mornings will be started in a spectacular fashion.

Just minutes if that, to trendy third, downtown and the Pearl, yet has the tranquil
nature of dwelling in a peaceful forest. 

 
If working out is your jam, there is a beautifully fashioned gym complete with

an infrared sauna adjacent to the main home.
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bedrooms: 3
baths: 2 full & 2 half
sqft: 4664
levels: 4
views: panoramic city, mt hood and mt st helens
elevator
fantastic light
newly restored elements to architect’s original design
indoor/outdoor seamlessly connected
private entrance lower level bedroom

inside

outdoor living: multiple view decks
water: cedar hot tub
outbuildings: studio for office, gym, wine storage
amazing bamboo garden

outside

built: 2002
architect: jeff kovel, skylab architecture
neighborhood: portland heights
close to: freeway, downtown, nw shopping, pearl district

points of interest
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